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M.T.AJM.T.T.M. Examination 
MARKETING OF TOUR PACKAGES 

Paper : MTTM-III (24) 

(Semester-Ill)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks: 60

The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question 
from each module. All questions carry equal marks.
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MODULE-I 
(^-I)

1. How do you define a Tourism Marketing ? How it is different 
from marketing of normal products? Give your answer with 
examples.
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2. Describe about importance of marketing of tour packges in 
modem competitive in world with suitable examples from 

India.
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MODULE-H 
(Rfs$Fr-ii)

3. What is the relevance of elaborated marketing research in 
promotion of tour packages?
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4. Describe about various tools and techniques used in marketing
of tour packages. Give your answer with suitable examples.
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MODULE-III 
(RT^-III)

5. What is promotional mix? Describe about importance of 
various types of promotional mix in marketing of tour 
packages.
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6. Write short notes on any two :-

(a) Advertising.
(b) Print media.

(c) Personal selling.
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MODULE-IV 
(^-IV)

7. What are main types of distribution channels in marketing of 
tour packages? Give your answer with examples.
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8. Describe the role of concessions and incentives in marketing 
of tour packages. Give your answer with examples.
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MODULE-V 
(msjjFT-v)

9. Define and differentiate between costing and pricing. What 
are main relevant policies for marketing of tour packages?

farpH =£ MHpl* ^tfW W #?

10. What are main problems in tourism pricing? Give your answer 
with examples.
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